
N.B: This instruction sheet should be used in conjunction with 
the workshop manual and proper safety procedures followed.
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N.B: It is recommended that a licenced workshop or tradesperson carry out the above procedure 
and that workshop manual and relevant safety procedures are followed in addition to the above. 
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Instructions 
Suspension Spacers
With Stud Extension

Install Guide - Front

1. Raise vehicle evenly and safely support - confirm wheels are off the ground.
2. Remove wheels and disconnect swaybar link from swaybar.
3. Loosen upper ball joint nut and separate upper arm from hub - careful of brake lines.
4. Loosen the 3 upper strut nuts - remove 2 nuts (leave 1 nut to temporarily hold).
5. Loosen and remove lower shock mount bolt.
6. Remove strut assembly from vehicle.
7. Screw the supplied stud extenders on to existing OE studs and tighten.
8. Place the supplied spacer over the studs and re-fit strut assembly to vehicle.
9. Use the supplied nuts and washers to secure strut assemble to upper mount.
10. Re-fit lower shock mount and upper ball joint - tighten to OE manufacturers specs.
11. A wheel alignment is recommended.

1. Raise vehicle evenly and safely support - confirm wheels are off the ground.
2. Remove rear wheels and have a jack ready under rear Axle.
3. Loosen and remove both lower shock mount bolts.
4. Disconnect swaybar links.
5. Once shock mounts disconnected, lower axle down slowly - careful of brake lines.
    Remove springs and existing spacers.
6. Place supplied spacer on existing spring - confirm positioned correctly.
7. Re-fit spring and jack Axle up - re-fit lower shock bolts and links.
8. Tighten bolts to manufacturers spec - re-check after initial 100kms travelled.
9. A wheel alignment is recommended.

Application:
Dodge 2009 - on 

Install Guide - Rear
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